I am walking in an old city and reach my parents' Venetian apartment. My stepfather is upstairs preparing lunch and I go up carrying a blanket. He opens the door form me and I show him that in the blanket is my newly born baby. The baby is actually very brown and he doesn't like him.
I am in my girlfriend's living room watching standing in front of the television. As I try to look for the news my girlfriend starts looking at a lamp she got from her sister-in-law and says how very happy she is with it. I then throw her the remote control saying that she cannot be so materialistic.
I am having a meeting with my second supervisor in her university office. She actually wants to promote me as a researcher in an American university. She then asks me if agree with it and as I start thinking about it she leaves. I follow her and realize she is on her way to fly to that university.
I am part of a group of soldiers going back home to a big villa. There are actually some boars in the garden and I ask one soldier his riffle to shoot one. As I go my way the other soldiers get attacked and I have to go naked up the attic of the house to tell two guards to stop shooting at us.
I am in an office and skip the line to talk to a person at the counter. I have just been awarded with a two year research scholarship and wants to ask how I can get it if I no longer have a university affiliation. He then tells me I anyway needs to book an appointment calling a number I can't read.
I am walking on a street at night and make it across a big guitar laying down. The guitarist is there and gets upset but I make it inside a shop. A woman there shows me her crocodile feet and I go out again to meet a bird man ready to escape with another heroine who looks quite normal.
I am in bed with my girlfriend and we hug. I actually have a hard on and we decide to make love but I cannot manage to penetrate her. She tries to help me and finally turns around and on top of me. As we start making love I realize that if she goes with someone else we might get contaminated.
I am in my parents' old house and go to my bedroom with a package containing the script for an old tragedy. I then seat on my bed and start reading some passages but realize that there are also different whistles in the package. The script also shows which one to use at which passage.
I am with my son at a gas station. I am actually putting gasoline in our new car and get confused whether I should use diesel. I don't and keep filling in the tank and also an old pump. I am not sure I filled both but take the pump inside the car next to my son even though it is dangerous.
I am on a plane taking off and start singing very loud. The plane is actually crashing on some electric cables and it is quite scary but the pilot manages to go through them. He then comes to seat behind me and start eating cheese but I take a piece and give it to a girl seating behind him.
I am in a small island getting ready to ski with my twin sister. She is actually very athletic and I haven't been skiing for a long time. Prior putting my skies on I put my boots in a big pot with minced raw meat. I then put the skies on and start skiing with my sister but she makes me fall.
I am walking with my son out of a clinic where he just had an expensive operation. As we get in the car he gets shot in a shoulder and we have to go back to do a new surgery. I then leave him to a female doctor and go out to check who shot but then realize that it must have been the doctor.
I am walking around a small museum and find it quite boring. As I get in a room I actually find very beautiful sculptures of knights. They look old but the heads are the planet earth. There is also a painting and I find that it looks very beautiful but only if a look at it from the right angle.
I am in an office with the Italian authorities discussing my project in the mountains. They actually focus on my barn and discuss how to build the roof of my tractor shed. They are strongly disagreeing with one another and finally I am able to inform them that I was able to buy the whole valley.
I am in a car with my step cousin and we start driving in the countryside with his grandparents. We are actually followed by another car and I realize that there are more of his relatives. One of them is a very famous American actor and my cousin tells me that he is also related to my stepfather.
I am in a hospital with my girlfriend getting checked by a midwife. The latter is moving her big belly to see if our baby is in the right position. All is well and the midwife gives us a new appointment in a week. She actually wants a photo with my girlfriend and I try to photograph her face.
I am outside an hardware store waiting for the guard to get distracted and leave without paying. He actually goes in a small workshop and I drag a box in the car. My girlfriend then leaves and we go to an apartment where he actually reaches us. He wants to see our car but we have a new one.
I am in the marching square of a military base when my commander sums me and another soldier. We then go to him and he starts saying different names of other soldiers he wants to meet in a week time. Some of them are not existent and he even mistakes my name but I anyway obey him.
I am in a bedroom resting with my sister also resting on an opposite bed. The lights are off by my stepfather comes in telling us to pack immediately. She then starts packing and tells me how glad she is that my son left. As we reach our stepfather outside I realize the house is actually mine.
I am watching a movie about a group of European soldiers smuggling to Australia on a sailing boat. They manage to reach the capitol and as the Australian soldiers intervene they hide in a villa. The owner immediately checks what is going on and the soldiers improvise a theater performance.
I am in a bar telling a friend about the old song I have just heard replayed by an Italian singer. I then realize that the bartender is an old cousin and I tell him about the song hoping he could put it on. As I explain to him about it he tells me of the hacker attacks he got on his computer.
I am working on my computer and log in the website to register my time as unemployed. As I scroll all the way down I see that the comment from the unemployment agent taking care of me as leaked. I then read that he finds me a very problematic person who also had problems abroad.
I am driving a small car in the countryside below some mountains. I am actually going quite fast and I can feel the right side of the car hitting the barbwire. At a curve I see a very big dog and realize it must be worth a lot of money. I try to slow down but it disappears in some bushes.
I am watching a movie I made about myself stealing a book from a modern apartment. It is very simple and I even made some scenes walking on the edge of the roof to escape. As I go out the gate the film ends and a critic says it is the best movie ever and it marks a new period in cinema.
I am on a bus with other Italian tourists. We are actually on a Brazilian highway going all the way to a beach in the south. As our guide explains that she already had to cancel the trip twice due to bad weather I look at the many thick high tension cables set right on top of us.
I am in a small pizzeria at night and wait for my old friends to get some slices. I also take one but the guy at the counter gives me the remaining of a whole pizza. We then start walking to a club and once there I realize I forgot to take the paper bag with my pizza and that of my friends.
I am getting inside a building when I hear a guy talking bad about me. I then go upstairs in the computer room where he is speaking and make him disappear inside my mobile. I keep him there for sometime and decide to make him reappear again but I completely forgot the number to do so.
I am walking with a friend down the road in front of my girlfriend's house. There are two other guys ahead and I realize they speak Italian. I then catch up with them and get to know that they are also from the north. One of them is from a city next to mine but he speaks a different dialect.
I am in a big attic watching television with my son. He seems bored and I find a program showing young guys his age driving racing cars. He is still bored and I show him that the cars are actually made of mechanical toys powered by their feet and the guys are younger than we thought.
I am with my son in our new car going on a nice highway through the mountains. There is an old car in front of us and I accelerate to pass it. I press the accelerator all the way to get the turbo started but our car keep being too slow and there is an old truck coming the other way.
I am in a small apartment and go in the bathroom to take a shampoo. My mountain neighbour's son is actually taking a shower inside and I see him coming out of it naked. I then wait for him outside and he asks me if he can tell about my project also to other local people taking a shower.
I am in a small auditorium at night and seat with my classmates. They are all dressing black and I realize that we have to perform a play but I am not prepared. They suddenly disappear and I search for them in my girlfriend's attic but only find her former boss who wants to assess the play.
I am in a cafe seating around a big table with other artists. Among them is the curator of a gallery who wants to represent my work. I then ask her where is she flying from but she is actually a local and tells me that is was hard to contact me. I reply that artists working with time disappear.
I am in a dormitory with my son and his mother. The latter has some appointments in the city and tells me that I will have to be there with our son until she is done. She goes a make a new booking and I feel very frustrated. I actually come in the bed even though there are other people.
I am in a restaurant and realize that the owner is a man from my mountain village. He then takes me out in a field with many blackcurrant plants and I tell him that I have also tried to grow them in my new farm. He actually though I bought it our village and takes me up a dangerous cliff.
I am in a room playing the video-game world championship. I don't even know what I am playing with but then see a monitor in which my space-shuttle has crashed on a planet together with another space-shuttle from a Japanese guy. I try to also comfort the latter but realize he is gay.
I am in a suburb with a guy showing me how the old owner has kept a piece of land to cultivate. There is actually a green house there and we go in to meet some of his workers. He then shows me how they have my grandfather's old tractor. The blue color has almost disappear but it works well.
I am cafe seating with some American guys. The Moroccan owner comes and one of the guys accuse me to have spilled some purple juice on the table. He forces me to clean it but the owner tells me to follow him and he shows me his record tapes collection with a lot of Italian songs.
I am at boarder check of an airport with an agent going through my bag. He actually adds a lot of mail that my relatives sent to me. It was not delivered and inside he finds different devices I should have paid taxes for. He talks to his superior and finally decides I should not pay any tax.
I am on a fence of a military base at night and watch my son walking on it. It is breaking down and I tell him to step back. He does so and we go inside the base to sing a dirty to song to the American soldiers sleeping inside. We then hide in the bathroom while they get ready to revenge.
I am in a small hotel room with a classmate. She is actually about to leave and I go to the bathroom to pooh. As I seat on the toilette I realize that she has removed all the structure for handicaps to hold themselves. I then take one piece and try to place it back in a hole but it is too loose.
I am in a cafeteria of an American university and realize that I have just been nominated head of a research department. I then talk to students to see who is part of it and find one guy. I ask him what are his interests and other guys arrive. I also ask them but can't remember their names.
I am in a square when a small army of Russian soldiers dressing outdated uniforms march inside. They are about to take over the city but I go in a toy shop and see a metal rooster. I tell him to wake up and he suddenly starts singing a Mexican song scaring away the Russian soldiers.
I am in a small airport about to take a flight to Italy but see that I am in the wrong gate. I then follow a crowd downstairs and see on a monitor that most of the flights have been canceled including mine. I suddenly realize I forgot my bag upstairs and find it again but my laptop has been stolen.
I am walking in the Dutch countryside and find an English artist. It is the first time we have met in many years and I realize that she is studying in a nearby city. As she tries to explain what programme she is attending I suggest her to show her my newly born daughter and she accepts.
I am in a disco with trashy people and see that there are some elegant people dancing in a private section. I then see that there is a girl guarding the entrance but she is not paying attention and I go in. It is actually too crowded and the girl gives me a kiss thinking that I am very handsome.
I am in a village on top of a mountain when the local bishop arrives. I then explains to me about the founder of the village and I realize that the latter has also found two other villages on top of two other mountain picks. The bishop shows me that what they have in common is a sculpted palm.
I am seating on the floor of a small bedroom with a lesbian colleague. We are actually about to depart and won't be able to see each other. She then takes a needle and makes my and her finger bleed. She then makes them touch each other and leaves but I get afraid she might be sick.
I am looking at a newspaper and find the advertisement for a new Italian car. It can actually be used as a tractor and I start thinking of the old tractor I was going to buy. My mountain neighbour son calls me right then to tell me that after a year he finally arrange the tractor selling.
I am in a bar with a friend and order a red cocktail for him. I then see the bar tender preparing two red cocktails and get quite suspicious. I finally accept I will also have to drink a cocktail and wait for him to come with the two glasses but in the last moment gives one to another costumer.
I am in a classroom talking to my former colleagues. I have actually just presented them my manuscript but they start telling me that I should have already send it to print at the end of last year. It is now the beginning of the year and there won't be time anymore to print it before the summer.
I am driving an old car to a TV station. There is actually a gate outside and they need to check my ID. A guard realizes I am not working there and tells me to turn back. I actually have a retired worker next to me and I just drive to another guard who fixes us an appointment with the director.
I am walking next to a big villa and look inside. There is a square window and I can see the entire attic. It would have been a perfect place where to exhibit my work but there is also a little girl playing. I actually live in the house next to it and her parents are soon coming over for coffee.
I am in a library talking to an Iranian girl. She is very cute and I try to get her contact before we actually depart. Her friend then gets angry saying that the girl already has a child. I then tell them that I also have a child and the Iranian girl becomes more willing to talk to me.
I am in a park talking to a group of kids playing football. I actually want to take a picture of them but another group of kids come. They are dressing up like political supporters of the secessionist party but also agree to be photographed. I then get my camera out but a kid stands on the way.
I am in a park and see a couple with two Japanese twins. One of them is holding a branch even though he is really small and I realize that I have just adopted them. I then ask her mother about their father and she tells me that he is actually Czech and the kids could get blond.
I am in a computer shop asking the assistant how to set up my laptop. He then suggests me to use a special computer mouse and I can already point it out hanging behind my shoulders. It is quite advance and he also suggests a much simpler mouse but I already have a very similar model.
I am with my son in the Russian countryside where his great grandfather thought the war. There is actually the round foundation of a building and I regret that he has dropped out of his archaeological studies. He could have start digging there to find the remaining of dead soldiers.
I am biking with my parents in a dirt road when my mother takes another road on top of a hill. My stepfather and I then discover that she went with my sister to a massage shop. He doesn't care and we keep biking with a young guy who brings us to a basement next to a high security prison.
I am in a public toilette when two girls arrive. They are actually lesbians and block the door to start making love on the ground. They don't realize I am still inside and I try to pass through but it is too narrow and the girl standing on top starts squeezing me with her fat ass against the wall.
I am digging a valley and making steps to go up to my cathedral. There are actually very few of them and I reach my Polish friend on top of another hill. From there we look at the hill were my cathedral is and he tells me that he was able to get the permissions to build a path to another church.
I am cross country skiing on a road and pass a mother and a child who cannot ski. I then go down a slope and realize that they are very steep. As I am going further down I suddenly remember that my son is still up the slope. I try to call him but he cannot tell me exactly where he is.
I am in my girlfriend's living room when I see my old Indian friend and his Finnish girlfriend parking right outside the house. I then immediately go out to warn them that they cannot park there and they get to park further down the road even though they will have to use on of my permits.
I am in the community hall of my mountain village. We actually just had a party and it is time to clean up. I then talk to my mountain neighbour's son and realize that he also doesn't want to clean up and we both want to go to the forest to cut wood even though my chainsaw is not sharp.
I am in church waiting in front of the altar for the mass to begin when my stepfather's priest comes with a big pray book. He wants me to read two passages from different pages and I try to place some bookmarks but the mass begins. I can no longer find the passages and I keep falling asleep.
I am watching a movie about a young girl stuck at an airport without her father. She actually hears an announcement with his name and a steward takes her to make a picture for him. He then makes a print with a sliced pineapple and gets a pirate to photograph her while holding it.
I am in a forest and start walking up a field. It is quite narrow and I realize that it can be a ski slope created by a private person. It gets so steep that I have to climb but there is also a fabric coming down and I manage to hold myself on it and get to the top where it is finally flat.
I am walking through a library and see that my Swedish colleagues are going upstairs. I then also go there and find that they are have a meeting with my dead grandfather. He is telling them of a product he wants to lunch with a big company and intervene saying he should do user studies.
I am riding with an old farmer couple pulling my tractor with their truck through the forest. We are actually almost approaching the path from which I wish to build the staircase to my cathedral. I then tell them to stop and get out to use my tractor but we lost it and someone stole the engine.
I am in a hospital to check some black spots on my lungs. Finally one doctor is available and I go inside his small office but he doesn't want to shake hands. He only print one information paper in which the date for a new check is specified but I was already planning to be on holiday by then.
I am walking next to a stream and get inside a fully renovated small car. As I try to turn it on I realize that the previous owner has left the air pulled. I then pull it back in and drive really fast through the countryside. I reach an underground garage and find a spot but don't know which floor.
I am in the small living room of an apartment watching television. There is a program showing old black and white pictures of naked women and I turn it off. I then go to my room but find my girlfriend awake. She is actually eating again and I have to tell her that she is getting too fat.
I am in a villa with my son. We actually need to evacuate and walk to the upper floor but find that there is a big room crowded with people. We then go in to check and see that they just begun screening an old movie about a super hero. I think my son would like it and we stay to watch it.
I am talking to my English tenant concerning the real estate agent she will have to meet to sign our rental contract. I then show her a picture of a bus stop and two people seating o a bench. They are barely visible but I draw a circle around one of them to show her who is the agent.
I am seating in a cafe with an artist friend when a young journalist from an art magazine comes to talk to him. He wants to write an article about my friend and leaves. I then remember that the same journalist once approached me and also wanted to write an article about me but pulled back.
I am walking in a park and see that my southern Italian friend is playing the guitar. He is actually with a band but they leave him playing alone. He then suddenly starts rotating his arm over the guitar and improvise an Italian song. It is very beautiful but it had nothing to do with the concert.
I am in a crowd just outside a stadium and see an old football player arriving by car. The crowd then gets squashed against him even though his body guard is shooting plastic bullets at us. Another guard shows up from the opposite side and starts shooting bigger bullets scaring us away.
I am with an old friend watching a movie about an Italian skier competing with a Japanese snowboarder. The former falls down but manages to get up again and makes it to the end of the slope. He then offends the snowboarder and goes to the local food store to buy himself some apples.
I am walking on a road and pass by a big window with some people training outside. Inside is quite dark and I realize it is a gym but there is only one woman training. I am actually going to the swimming pool in front and think of trying the gym for free but then decide to stick to my training.
I am in a small room learning a martial art from a Chinese master. He sets me to fight against his pupil and I listen to his instructions. I have to flip the guy down and manage even though he is my first time. I actually want to learn more and he tells me to come back every day in the afternoon.
I am in a busy square with my parents when my Gambian roommate approaches me with his small sister. They are both very skinny and hungry but I want to wait to give them any money. My parents give me some money and I take them to a fast food but loose track of them in the crowd.
I am in an airport but realize that I am close to my son's country place. I then go to his house but his mother's big boyfriend holds me in his arms and asks me about Italian politics. I answer him and he lets me go though the house where I see my son watching the news with a skinny friend.
I am with my spiritual friend walking in an English city and reach a colorful Indian neighborhood. We walk in a street but two Indian guys wants us to do a ritual together with olives. We avoid them and get in a restaurant where we seat with two American girls leaving in a remote island.
I am with a friend seating in a cafe when we realize that a girl went away with his stuff leaving her pierce with us. We then go to the police station and my friend starts looking through her bag in search of her name. We find it but the girl arrives and get very angry with my friend for doing that.
I am walking through a big art fair and reach a table. There is actually a group of young guys looking through small books of my drawings. One of them is actually pulling out the ones he likes and shows me that there is a written message inviting them to do so. I don't recognize my calligraphy.
I am in a gallery talking to one of the German owners. He wants to give me a contact of an Italian gallerist who might be interested in my work. He then looks through a lot of books and finally gives me one name. I don't understand what I should do with it and he is too slow to answer.
I am on a beach talking to a guy who is trying to understand my project. He then tells me that I cannot succeed without the help of a woman. I can't believe that is true but he asks me whether I would build an installation alone or with a fat curator. I reply that I would rather go for the latter.
I am in the office of my mountain neighbour's son at night. He is actually telling me that we will need to send some forest guards to the valley where I want to make the staircase to my cathedral. I disagree because they won't let me cut the trees down anymore and realize I am in my barn.
I am in my studio painting with my hands when a guy comes to tell me how pretty he finds my paintings. I then tell him that he is the first one to think so and shows him two older paintings I have done using bee wax. I have done them with both hands and are almost symmetrical.
I am on a camping site that the snow is falling and it is getting dark. As I am trying to clean my blanket with my feet I see that there is an Indian guy with an American guy preparing to sleep under a roof. I actually have my small daughter under the blankets and I go there to ask for shelter.
I am attending a conference in a city where the Russian just shot some missiles. I then look up on my computer the place where it occurred and go out to check it. I finally find a wooden building and realize they only shot one office killing the one single person they wanted to kill.
I am in a building and see some criminals unleashing a group of bears. I then rescue some people in a room but warn them that the bears will come back. We then decide to leave the building and walk next to the ocean and up to a small restaurant where a couple is celebrating their wedding.
I am in an apartment with a girl who is in love with me. Her boyfriend is still inside and she promised him that I will soon leave. He then goes to the bathroom to get ready and I am about to go upstairs but she wants to kiss me. I then see that the bathroom door is open and we can be seen.
I am at a dinner with my old friends. I am actually seating on one side of a long table and realize they don't have anymore spaghetti in their dish. I then go around to serve each of them and realize that there is also a friend I haven't seen in a long time. He has actually designed the place.
I am walking in a busy street with two expensive suitcases my parents just bought me. I first cross a former German colleague and she is really impressed of the suitcases but then meet my stepsister. She is performing in a working site and I realize that the battery of a suitcase exploded.
I am in a classroom when my old philosophy teacher gives us some brochures. I then realize that they are promoting a political party and all around me are not students but local politicians. She is actually not allowed to do propaganda yet and takes the brochures away even from them.
I am in my parents' city standing in the city center. There is actually a homeless next to me and I start telling him about my colleagues but see that one comes from behind. Another one comes from the front and takes me in a basement to tell me that I have been shortlisted and not to give up.
I am in a car with my carpenter's sister and her boyfriend driving through the Dutch capital. I then tell them how I presented my project to the local municipality in Italy and they get bored but then I tell them how because of that I got to be the main candidate for the democratic party.
I am in our Dutch house riding a small bike in the dark living room and call our boxer to follow me together with our other animals. My girlfriend also calls him from a different room and only the German Shepard comes forward. I then tell her to shut up and also get the boxer to follow me.
I am in a school waiting to meet the new American president. His secretary brings me to his office but he is busy talking to a journalist on the phone. I then get a Republican newspaper where there is an article discussing about how to stop fake news affecting political decisions.

